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Abstract- One of the most important aspects for development of valid results in academic research is selection of the
appropriate research methodology. Contemporary research in design studies confronts the rapid expansion of emerging hightech trends. Correspondingly, an adapted research methodology is required to meet the needs of current circumstances. This
paper articulates employment of a quantitative computational research methodology for design studies. The research
framework, implementation and validations are expressed in details. Computational charrette test method and computational
emulation reasoning and representation are incorporated in order to validate the discussed research methodology outputs. In
summary, the developed research methodology is articulated in details to enable further exploitations in academic research
and practices.
Index terms- Quantitative Computation Experiment (QCE); Social Science Research; Design Cognition; Research
Methodology; Design Studies

artificial intelligent-based expert systems to better
understand/perform the design process [17-19].
Generally, QCE is applied in order to advance design
computing and cognition [20] core progress by
understanding the way researcher/designer thinks/acts
[21]. Computing and cognition were studied by
various field researchers’ such as scholars at the Key
Centre of Design Computing and Cognition
(KCDCC).The design computing and cognition was
initiated at the University of Sydney (KCDCC) [22].
For the last three decades, KCDCC has been a
pioneer in this area. Development of innovative
architectural software and examining their
effectiveness was focused on as the main field of
research. Experimental test methods must be reliable
and valid [4, 23-26]. In regards to reliability, the
experiment is examined whether it can produce the
same results if used in different circumstances or
through different users. Alternatively, reliability is a
question on the objectivity of the experiment results.
It can be partially considered the extent that the
results can be generalized to. On the other hand,
validity discusses if the results indicate the correct
measurements that the researcher had intended to
evaluate. Congruently, any accredited experimental
test method should be both reliable and valid. A good
experimental test method should also be practical,
cost effective and within the skills of the evaluator
[27]. Therefore, QCE is considered as a practical and
relatively cost-effective approach towards postpositivist research due to its flexibility.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important aspects for development of
valid results in academic research is selection of the
appropriate research methodology [1-6]. This paper
elaborates on an alternative method for putting into
practice the quantitative research based dubbed as
Quantitative Computational Experimentation (QCE)
[7]. Researchers have proposed quantitative;
qualitative and mixed-method research methods for
practical research in various fields [1, 4, 8-15].
Moreover; recent researchers have recommended
administration of quantitative analysis together with
qualitative approaches [16].
Due to the rapid conquest of computer and
technology; quantitative and measurement-based
research have become increasingly popular during
contemporary studies. This article focuses on the
post-positivism approach of quantitative experimental
method for design studies.
[1] identifies four main philosophical world views of
Post-positivism;
Social
Constructivism;
Advocacy/Participatory and Pragmatism in academic
research. As a result, Quantitative; Qualitative and
Mixed methods research designs and strategies of
inquiry are outlined. Post-positivism is applied
towards
verification
of
theories
however
constructivism is used to generate theories.
Worldviews
of
advocacy/participatory
and
pragmatism are employed for change-orientated and
real-world practice oriented research.
QCE is initially developed for design studies however
it can be generalized for use in diverse social science
research. Various attempts have been made in order
to develop innovative computational tools and

II. RATIONALIZATION
QCE is commonly used to assess the effectiveness of
an innovative approach in design studies. The process
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is then compared to the conventional methodologies
based on a consistently developed computational
instrument. QCE is limited to preparing the
computational instrumentation according to prototype
development protocols [28, 29].
Effectiveness testing is done according to Charrette
test method principles. [30-35]. Charrette test method
is executed when an innovative procedure is proposed
to be used as an alternative substitution of the
conventional procedure for the same task [30, 31, 34,
36-38]. In this research software in QCE means the
new approach/instrument developed for design
studies.
Initially, an effective process must be general. The
innovative procedure must be simply usable not only
through the researcher but, also through different
other typical users of this new software.
Subsequently, not only the innovative process should
be capable of being used for a certain project but, also
for other versatile projects. In other words, the
innovative process should be a comprehensive
methodology to encompass application of different
types of projects within the respective field. This
process must be faster in comparison with the
conventional process. Furthermore, the innovative
process should be capable of being utilized with a
higher level of accuracy resulting in higher quality
outcomes. Consequently, a Pre-Test-Post-Test
experimental methodology [39, 40] is chosen to be
done according to a within group experiment basis for
general QCE. Consequently, the developed test set-up
is required to be done based on the hypothesis of
research.

III. IMPLEMENTATIONS
QCE comprises of four main steps of 1)
computational system design and development
(instrumentation) [42, 43] 2) computational system
verification [44]; 3) assessment of effectiveness
(Charrette test) [32, 34] and 4) computational
simulation/emulation validation [45-47].
QCE compares an innovative system versus a
conventional system. The innovative system is the
newly developed technique of carrying out a certain
task while the conventional system is the regular
method of executing the same task.
1) During instrumentation, the computational system
to measure QCE parameters is developed. Training
sessions must be conducted to familiarize the
participants with the innovative system to reduce
the risk of data biasness. This may occur as a result
of potential unfamiliarity of the participants with
the innovative system. The developed instrument
must be compatible with computational system
development criteria in accordance with the
respective research.
2) The developed instrument must be verified in order
to confirm its usability. The confirmation must be
in accordance with computational system design
and development principles [44, 48].
3) After
verification,
QCE
undertakes
the
effectiveness testing. Testing is run in pilot tests
and main tests stages. During testing, participants
will be asked to run a certain set of tasks using the
conventional method. Furthermore, they are asked
to do the same task using the computational
method. Each participant will be provided with the
complete to-do task breakdown list. The
participants are required to provide minimum three
alternative solutions for the proposed problem. In
other words, each trial must be run based a
minimum of three replicates.

QCE should be followed based on proper research
component set-ups. In other words, QCE is developed
according to a systematic integration of different
research components. [41] has developed the Eagle
research design framework to represent the research
question constructs; research questions; research
objectives; and results of the study. The main reason
of employing an Eagle research design framework
table is to clearly articulate the composition of
research components. QCE research questions must
encompass development of a new workflow from
integration of two processes to develop a new
knowledge contribution. It is recommended to
organize the research constituents of a QCE based on
[41]’s eagle view research design framework as
represented during the Table 1.

During a QCE; parameters (Variables) of “Speed”
and “Accuracy” are measured. These variables are
measured for each task of each participant at each
replicate for each trial during each process. This is
done in order to examine the effectiveness (Higher
speed and higher accuracy for the selected trial) of
the innovative process. Similarly, accuracy level of
each task for each task of each participant at each
replicate for each trial during each process is

Table 1 Eagle View Research Design Framework Adapted
from [41] [Sample]
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measured. Performance speed is divided into three
main parameters: 1) “Finish interpretation time:
Thinking time for accomplishment of each individual
task per individual participant”; 2) “Finish Critique
Time: time for accomplishment of each individual
task per individual participant” and 3) “Overall
finishing time: Summation of the previous two”.
Since similar test cases must be selected during the
conventional and the innovative trials, a 14 days
delay should be allocated between the two trials. This
is to mitigate the risk of biasness for the collected
data [30, 38]. Moreover, conducting the innovative
process later than the conventional process would
affect the reliability level of the collected data. This
would happen in case of familiarity of the participants
with the completed test case as completed during the
conventional trial. As a result, QCE proposes to carry
out the innovative process prior to the conventional
process ensuring no risk of biasness.
Quantitative experimental statistical tests [7, 25, 26,
49, 50] must be carried out in order to inferentially
analyze the collected data. This is to ascertaining the
effectiveness of the innovative system.

be considered. Thus, QCE engages a system design
and development procedure [44, 48] in order to
prepare the research instrument as the initial step.
According to [44], software development process is a
structure planned for the preparation of a software
product. Several models have been designed for the
overall progress of software development activities.
Each individual model encompasses various tasks.
One of the most famous models of system
development procedure is the waterfall model [44].
According to this approach, all stages of the system
development must be incrementally categorized.
One of the most important activities during software
development process is prototyping. Prototyping is
generally known as the preparation and programming
of a scaled down but yet functional version of the
main software. Prototypes can be developed with any
computer language [44, 48]. [44] proposes
development of a prototype for improvement of the
eventual software. Software prototyping procedure
encompasses; a) identification of the problem; b)
development of the prototype; c) implementation of
the prototype and eventually d) testing the prototype.
Since various prototyping methodologies are
available, QCE recommends the evolutionary
prototyping method [48, 51-53]. In this regards, the
QCE researcher initially identifies the research
problem leading toward feeling the need for
preparation of the proof of concept computational
software. The researcher may hire a computational
programmer in case of extreme complexity. The
researcher must hold several discussion sessions with
the hired programmer. Different ideas of
improvement must be discussed between the
researcher and the programmer. This is to form the
evolutionary essence of the proof of concept
computational model.

4) Subsequently, computational simulation/emulation
validation must be carried out in order to validate
the final findings of the study. The overall progress
is visually described in Figure 1.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEM
VERIFICATION
Computational system must be verified according to
1) software validation and 2) verification “V&V”.
There are two approaches to software “V&V”: 1)
software inspection and 2) software testing [44, 5458]. Software inspection takes place during all
different phases of the software development lifecycle inspecting requirements, documents, design
diagrams and program codes. Software testing runs
the target software to check if it is produced correctly
and as intended. Since introduced in early 1990s, the
concept of validation and verification has been
interpreted in a number of contexts. The followings
are some supporting examples for QCE. All
following requirements must be met in order to call
the QCE instrument verified.

Figure 1 QCE Performance Protocol

Computational System Design and Development
[Instrumentation]
Experimental research methods require collection of
measurements using instruments [1]. As a result, the
researcher must elaborate on the applied instrument
e.g. certain software. Issues regarding the validity and
reliability of the employed software are essential to

1) In IEEE standard 1012–1998, validation is
described as the process of evaluating a system or
component during or at the end of the development
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process to determine whether it satisfies
requirements. Verification is the process of
evaluating a system or component to determine
whether the products of a given development phase
satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that
phase [59]
2) ISO (17025E) describes validation as the
confirmation by examination and the provision of
objective evidence that the particular requirements
for a specific use are fulfilled [60]
3) [61], from the software engineering point of view,
defines validation and verification as: “validation:
Are we building the right product?” and
“verification: Are we building the product right?
[61]”. Correspondingly, the developed software is
verified if the software is functioning properly
according to the required principles. The software
is validated if it is of importance to its respective
field.
4) Software validation in the EE discipline is
described by Working Group on Digital Evidence
[62] as an evaluation to determine if a tool,
technique or procedure functions correctly and as
intended [62].

Since verification discusses if the product has been
developed correctly, the proposed computational
system must assure the verification progress based on
correct responds to the instrumentation requirements.
On the other hand, this system must be validated to
corroborate whether it was essential for the system to
be built. Correspondingly, to ensure the level of
respond to the developed instrument, QCE suggests
engagement of the following data collection; analysis
and representation table as general raw
implementation frameworks. Table 2 projects
verification percentage of assigned tasks.
Table 2 Verification Parameter Measurements [Sample]

Assessment of Effectiveness (QCE Charrette Test)
After verification of the developed QCE instrument,
the effectiveness assessment is executed. This test is
carried out based on Charrette test principles. The
term “charrette” itself is a French terminology
meaning “cart”. In the old days, when architecture
students were supposed to do design assignments and
wanted to take advantage of their maximum time,
they would hire a cart to carry the submission
materials to the institute. The student would work “en
charrette” “on the cart” in order to finalize the project
even until the last moment while the cart was
running. Currently, charrette is applied for short but
intense problems to be solved. In this regards,
charrette makes use of researchers to sort out a
certain task through different procedures while
comparing the procedures and results of each
replicate accordingly. In charrette test, the newly
developed methodology is called the “innovative
process”. The normally used procedure is considered
as the “conventional process”. Correspondingly, the
main aim of research in these types of studies is to
identify whether the innovative process is more
effective than the conventional process [30, 31, 37].

Validation procedure is to determine the extent to
which the developed software is an accurate
representation of the real world from the perspective
of the intended use. However, verification is the
process of deciding whether computational software
correctly represents the developers fundamentals
concepts and specifications [56].
To be as general as possible and to take into account
the diversity of existing approaches concerning
measurement validation, a list of criteria was
proposed to be checked throughout the QCE life
cycle for verification progress. This criteria is
classified into two categories: 1) relative and 2)
absolute [44].
Relative verification criteria are criteria which are
dependent on the measurement design goals, the
precision needed, the maturity of our knowledge
about the attribute, etc. In such cases, it would make
sense to talk about a criterion that is sufficiently
satisfied.
Absolute verification criteria are criteria which, if any
of these criteria are not satisfied, we cannot be sure
we are measuring what we purport to be measuring
[44].
Software verification is often confused with software
validation. According to [44, 48, 61] the difference
between verification and validation is described;



QCE discusses about preparation of innovative
approaches for conducting conventional tasks.
Development of new methodologies could be tested
in terms of worked examples, demonstrations and
trials [31, 34, 37, 38, 63]. The worked example is to
prove that the demonstrated concept is actually
applicable. Generally, a worked example is referred
to a “hypothetical sessions imagined by the
researchers or actual sessions undertaken by the
researchers”[34]. A worked example is usually used
to illustrate and visualize the innovative concept.
Subsequently, demonstrations are the methodologies

Software verification asks the question, "Are we
building the product right?” that is, does the
software conform to its specification.
Software validation asks the question, "Are we
building the right product?” that is, is the
software doing what the user really requires.
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in which a newly developed research software would
be provided to the outside in order to receive
feedbacks. Demonstration is a stronger evidence than
the worked example since a large sample of
participants is considered as a higher reliability level.
Finally, individuals are asked to conduct the
innovative process in a trial method. Since the
innovative process is used through normal people and
not only the researchers in a trial methodology, the
generality of the results is much stronger than the
worked example and demonstration methods.
However, given that the new methodology is not
tested within different projects and through various
users in a single trial or small number of trial
methods, lack of reliability and validity is highly
considerable. Other methodologies such as protocol
studies are also engaged in order to test a newly
developed process. Correspondingly, participants
would be provided with the new set of tools while
being observed by the researcher. Activities would
subsequently be translated in terms of tasks. This is to
help participants identify the structure, function and
behaviour of the innovative process [30, 34, 37, 38,
63].
Different methodologies for testing innovative
processes as worked examples, demonstration, trial
and protocol studies were discussed. However, all the
mentioned methodologies have shortage in measuring
the effectiveness of the innovative process. Since the
worked example is generally used through the
researcher, it lacks in objectivity, reliability and
validity. Worked examples are not facilitated with
measurements to identify to what extent the new
process is successful. However, the demonstration
method has engaged some outside audience to
examine the methodology. However, in order for
better objectivity, normal people were neglected
during conducting of the innovative process.
Therefore; although this method is acceptably reliable
but, it is still not appropriately valid. The trial
methodology has achieved better generality and
objectivity while normal people from outside the
project could test the new process rather than
researchers. Hence, the issue of effectiveness is not
measured throughout trial methodologies while
reducing the level of validity [36]. As a result,
charrette test method has proposed that new
methodologies for evaluating the innovative
processes should be developed while providing;

Consequently, the charrette test method overcomes
all the aforementioned shortages. It provides
improvements in terms of objectivity, generality,
reliability and validity. Charrette test method is
highly capable of being engaged in design cognition
and computing studies.
Software productivity, effectiveness and usability
testing are the essential tests for ascertaining the
validity of a newly developed software. Charrette
takes advantage of the aforementioned aspects in
order to examine a newly developed approach. In a
charrette test, variables of speed and accuracy are
compared during innovative and conventional
processes [30, 31, 34].
Unlike the Charrette test in architectural experiments,
the charrette test in computational experiment is an
established methodology to test theoretical findings.
Charrette test was developed at CIFE (Centre for
Integrated Facility Engineering - Stanford University)
where researchers had to test prototypes to examine
theoretical findings and to validate them. Generally,
the main intent of charrette test method is to prove
fulfillment of a certain process through a certain set
of tools is superior to conducting the same process
through a different set of tools [34, 38].
Correspondingly, charrette calls the issue of
“Effectiveness” for measurement of the preferred
process in terms of better quality and higher speed.
When a software is used in order to enhance a certain
process, the term “software usability” is translated as
the “effectiveness” of the software in improving the
highlighted process. However, ascertaining the
effectiveness of a new process specifically while it is
developed at a research prototype extent is a difficult
task to be done. QEC uses an empirical comparative
experiment methodology to define the validity of
newly developed processes in design studies.
V. DEFINITION AND COMPONENTS OF A
CHARRETTE TEST
Charrette test method is initiated with development of
charrette test components as follows.
1) Process; a set of activities that are fulfilled in order
to perform a certain job. Any charrette test method
studies at least two processes.
2) Innovative Process; the newly developed
experimental process that will be tested
3) Conventional Process; the baseline process for
conducting the job
4) Proposition; a declaration about the effectiveness
of the innovative process
5) Trial; a session in which the participant fulfill the
task while the researcher can collect the
corresponding data
6) Task; the job that should be remained constant in
both of the innovative and conventional processes.

 Higher level of reliability through executing
multiple trials (Multiple examples)
 Higher level of reliability through replicates of the
test by different testers
 Higher level of validity through decreased biasness
level and increased reliance on objective
measurements
 Higher level of validity through assessing the
effectiveness in comparison with the conventional
processes
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Number of participants able to finish the task within
an acceptable time in comparison with the total
number of participants proves or rejects the usability
of the software. Subsequently, the time consumed for
conducting each trial by the participants is measured.
In other words, the innovative process and the
conventional process will be measured in terms of
time consumption through the participants in order to
finish the same task. Average time will be calculated
for each trial. Comparison of the measured average
times represents the faster process. Moreover,
accuracy is best advised to be measured in terms of
variations from the correct answer. A certain
optimum answer is assumed as the correct answer to
the assigned task. Variations from the correct answer
will be measured for both tasks and for each
participant. Accuracy can be evaluated as the amount
of variation from the correct answer displayed
through several trials. This accuracy level can be
measured
through
arithmetic
calculations.
Combination of the both accuracy levels determines
the most accurate process.

are the two common parameters which are
compared in test cases [27, 31, 34, 37].
VII. LIMITATIONS OF CHARRETTE TEST
A charrette test is conducted to compare only two
processes where mainly the conventional and the
innovative process are compared accordingly.
Charrette test method does not usually compare
multiple projects while a single project is basically
selected for all trials. In other words, all the
participants are assigned to undertake a task based on
the same design problem. Charrette test method is
advised to be used in intense circumstances.
Participants should be asked to conduct the task
quickly and accurately. In many cases, the researcher
does not expect the participant to completely finish
the given task within the limited time duration. The
researcher usually measures the same data for both of
the conventional and innovative trials for further
comparison.
Charrette test principles highlight engagement of
minimum three participants for examination of the
effectiveness of a newly developed system [34, 37].
On the other hand statistical data analysis is carried
out during the QCE test. Since inferential analysis is
done in addition to descriptive analysis in order to
generalize the findings, minimum of 30 data sets are
required to be available. Therefore, using probability
sampling [1, 64-68], QCE follows random sampling
[69] in order to randomly select minimum three
individuals as the participants for test trials. This
approach is recommended for ensuring an acceptable
probability sampling in order to be able to generalize
the findings [68-70].

VI. CHARRETTE TEST GUIDELINES
In order to conduct a charrette test, the following
guidelines should be followed.
1) Preparation of clear hypothesis.
2) “Devise two or more processes for performing the
same task, one to be designated the innovative
process and one to be designated the conventional
process. Formalize the two processes to an extent
such that clear measurements of performance may
be taken.” [34].
3) “Develop clear, quantifiable measurements of
participants’ performance.”[34]
4) The task should be defined so that it can be clearly
accomplished in a limited period of time.
5) The computational prototype should be clearly
developed not to cause any unwanted interface
complexities and crashes while causing biasness
in the comparison results.
6) A certain previously designed test should be
provided to all the participants. Participants
should be given a minimum of two trials while the
second trial will lessen the risk of biasness
through learning about the test. Time delays
should be assigned in between the conventional
and computational progress completed by the
same participants in order to reduce the risk of
biasness.
7) Participants should be selected as the
representatives of the target group.
8) Measurements which have been previously settled
through the hypothesis will be measured after the
test conducted.
9) The collected data should be statistically analyzed
to prove/reject the hypothesis. Speed and accuracy

It is recommended to run the experiment in pilot and
main test sessions in order to increase the reliability
of eventual outcomes [68]. During the pilot test,
participants will be given similar tasks (based on a
developed QCE tasks-to-be-fulfilled protocol) to run
in a multiplier of minimum three replicates. Finishing
time and accuracy level of each task for each
participant for each trial for each replicate must be
measured. Finishing interpretation time (Thinking
time for each task);
finishing critique time (Implementation time);
finishing overall time and the accuracy level of each
task for each participant for each trial for each
replicate must be measured. Substantial improvement
of speed and accuracy for the innovative process
compared to the conventional process is considered
as the positive response to effectiveness testing. In
other words, higher speed and accuracy highlights the
innovative process to be effective. Table 3 represents
a data collections platform for task-based verification
measurements of the instrument during the three
replicates.
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Table 3 Computational System Verification Measurement Task-based [Sample]

Figure 4 Performance Time Comparisons - Main Test Separate Participants [Sample]

Figure 2; Figure 3 and Figure 4 represent sample
parameter measurement comparisons in graphical
formats.

QCE comprises of various hypothesis regarding each
test case for pilot and main test sessions. Eventually,
it is recommended to prepare a QCE hypothesis
testing result projection table in order to
systematically organize and represent the testing
outcomes as shown in Table 4.
Table 2 QCE Hypothesis Testing Results - Charrette Test
[Sample]

Figure 2 Accuracy Level Comparisons - Main Test/Pilot Test
[Sample]

Figure 3 Performance Time Comparisons - Main Test/Pilot
Test – Overall Mean – [Sample]
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computational system and can reason about these
representations using computer simulation.” [71].
Subsequently, the usefulness of the computational
emulation is validated as the final step. QCE
researchers will define the level of required validation
based on the corresponding research limitations.
Since not all simulation models are developed for the
same reason, validation methods should be tailored to
reflect the intention of the simulation model [71-77].
Validation of simulation models is not a substance of
valid or invalid, but rather of degree [78, 79]. In this
regards, QCE recommends [71]’s three main stages
for validation. [71] proposes validation for
simulation/emulation of organizational structures and
their behavior. QCE considers organization as the
design studies project being evaluated
1.
Validation of Reasoning using Toy
Problems and Intellective Experiments (Theoretical
Validation – Operationalization of Theories)
1.1.
Toy problem (Whether the simulation
engine works correctly and the data can be correctly
simulated or not)
1.2.
Intellective Simulation (To examine
hypothetical problems in idealized settings. Variable
values will be altered to test the computational
software’s framework limitations. The output results
will be compared with the real world expected results
for validation)
2.
Validation of Reasoning and Representation
(Real World Data Validation)
2.1.
Validation of Authenticity (“Can we
represent a real organization with our simulation
model?” [71] and “Can we emulate quantitatively
relevant performance characteristics of the
organization?” [71]. This stage is about gathering
information from the real-world and translating that
information into a symbolic language that a computer
simulation can understand.)
2.2.
Validation of Generalizability (“To assess
whether the model is over fitted to a particular
organizational setting”) [71]. Generalizability is
expected as a major principle for assessing the
eminence of the respective research [24, 80, 81]
2.3.
Validation of Reproducibility (Validates
whether two modelers will get the same results when
they model and simulate the same organization.)
3.
Validation of Reasoning, Representation and
Usefulness
3.1.
Retrospective
Validation
(A
retrospective experiment duplicates past performance,
using a simulation model, and calibrates the model as
needed to reproduce previous experiences.)
3.2.
Gedanken Validation of Hypotheses
(These validations ask what-if questions of
participants, the simulation system, and theory, and
then compare the answers. The simulation of this
hypothetical scenario is then compared to 1) theory
(to make sure it is consistent with theory) and 2) to
predictions made by managers in the organizations.

Computational Simulation/Emulation Validation
QCE validation procedure is based on principles for
computational simulation/emulation testing [45, 71].
This validation consists of three incremental stages.
On the other hand, “researchers interested only in
theory would conduct intellective experiments, based
on stylized models, and test the sensitivity of the
model to changes in input parameters. The results
then can be compared to existing theory, or if new
behaviors are observed, new macro-level theory
discovered using simulation.” [71]. This investigation
can be validated using experiments that examine
reasoning. Similarly, “investigators interested in
macro-behaviors can use experiments in reasoning
and representation to evaluate whether their theories
have captured the essential elements of the
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3.3.
Natural History Validation (In this
validation experiment, an organization is modeled,
the future results of the project are predicted, and the
organization is observed to see if performance
predictions come true.)
3.4.
Prospective
Validation
with
Interventions (Not only predicts the future, but also
attempts to change the future based on the results of
the simulation.)

techniques
using
inventive systems.

computationally

developed
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